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Dirac particle dynamics is encoded as a unitary path summation rule and implemented on a qubit
array, where the qubit array represents both spacetime and the fermions contained therein. The
unitary path summation rule gives a quantum algorithm to model a many-body system of Dirac
particles in a gauge field with Lorentz invariance down to the grid scale (Planck scale)—the lattice-
based model neither suffers the Fermi-sign problem nor breaks Lorentz invariance. Yet, for the Dirac
Hamiltonian to generate the unitary evolution of the 4-spinor field at the Planck scale, there is time
dilation between the shortest observable time near a single space point and that time measured
at long-wavelength scales. We find gravitational time dilation where the model space around each
point (with an even number of qubits) is curved like the space around a Schwarzschild black hole.
Keywords: quantum information dynamics, unitary path summation, qubit array, quantum lattice gas algo-
rithm, Dirac Hamiltonian, gravitational time dilation, Schwarzschild black hole
Introduction.—Quantum computation used for quan-
tum simulation offers a new way to explore relativistic
quantum mechanics and demonstrate relativistic effects
in the Dirac equation [1–4]. Quantum lattice gas models
have been explored for relativistic quantum mechanics
[5–7] and tested in one-body simulations in 1+1 dimen-
sions [8–12]. Quantum lattice gas and quantum Boltz-
mann models for relativistic quantum systems have been
investigated for quantum simulation applications [13–16].
Presented here is a novel quantum information dynam-
ics model of relativistic quantum mechanics expressed as
a simple rule to calculate a Feynman path integral in
3+1 dimensions. The probability amplitude, say K, for
a relativistic Dirac particle of mass m to go from point
xµa = (cta,xa) to point x
µ
b = (ctb,xb) is calculated by
summing over all paths that connect the points a to b:
KHEab =
∑
R≥0
Φab(R)(
√
1− ǫ2 )R (−iǫ)R , (1)
where ǫ ≡ mcℓ/~, R is the number of bends (in space) in
a path, R is the number of unbends, and Φab(R) is the
number of paths with R bends. Once the start and end
points are selected, the only free parameter is m, as the
reduced Planck constant ~, Planck length ℓ, Planck time
τ , and speed of light c = ℓ/τ are constants. A spacetime
path can only be resolved up to the Planck scales, so
with integer N = (tb − ta)/τ time steps, the number of
unbends is R ≡ N − R. The dimensionless parameter
ǫ ≡ mcℓ/~ ≤ 1 is a small parameter when the Planck
length ℓ is smaller than the reduced Compton wavelength
~/mc of the Dirac particle. Yet, the path summation rule
(1) models the particle physics all the way up to ǫ = 1,
called the highest energy (HE) limit.
Kernel (1) appears simple, yet it is rich in particle
physics. It applies to antiparticles as well. By writing it
in spin variables, (1) leads to an efficient quantum com-
puting algorithm for modeling Dirac particles. In this
sense, it models relativistic quantum mechanics, includ-
ing how the dynamical behavior of the fermionic 4-spinor
field ψ(x) is generated by the Dirac Hamiltonian. It also
explains the particle motion in a background 4-potential
field Aµ(x). Even particle interactions mediated by ex-
change of quanta of the gauge field Aµ(x) is represented
by (1), and this quantum field theory application is given
an another communication [17]. In this Letter, (1) is eval-
uated on a 3+1 spacetime lattice for relativistic particle
dynamics in a background 4-potential field.
Expanding in ℓ, KHEab = K
(1)
ab +K
(2)
ab + · · · . The lowest-
order termK
(1)
ab =
∑
R≥0Φab(R) (−iǫ)R is not unitary on
a finite spacetime lattice with 4-volume (Tτ)(Lℓ)3. Yet,
K
(1)
ab becomes unitary in the continuum limit L→ ∞ of
Minkowski space so long as the number of time steps is
much smaller that the system size N≪ L
K
(1)Feynman
ab = limL→∞
∑
R≥0
Φab(R) (−iǫ)R . (2)
Analytically evaluating (2) on a 1+1 dimensional space-
time lattice is known as the Feynman chessboard prob-
lem [18–20]. The associated quantum lattice gas algo-
rithm for kernel (2) on 3+1 dimensional spacetime lat-
tice was previously found [7], providing the first efficient
quantum computational algorithm for Dirac particle dy-
namics [15, 16]. Yet, the unitarity of (1) requires no
limiting process, and it becomes a relativistic path in-
tegral where Lorentz invariance is retained down to the
Planck scale. Therefore, it can be used to explore parti-
cle physics at the Planck scale. For example, (1) predicts
that Schwarzschild time-dilation occurs near this scale.
In short, this Letter presents a novel quantum informa-
tion dynamics algorithm for quantum simulation of rel-
ativistic quantum mechanics and presents the discovery
of gravitational time-dilation that occurs at the highest-
energy scales when the particle physics is given (1).
Spin-chain encoded path.—The particle physics of a
2massless fermion of energy E moving at the speed of
light c is described by the (
√
1− ǫ2 )R term in (1); the
chiral fermion’s 4-momentum pµ = (p0,p) is light like,
pµp
µ = 0. The (−iǫ)R term in (1) encodes chiral
symmetry breaking; the fermion’s 4-momentum becomes
pµ = (E/c,mcu) and pµp
µ = mc2. The proper velocity
u can be parametrized by the spherical Euler angles θ
and ϕ, viz. u = (sin θ cosϕ, sin θ sinϕ, cos θ).
Casting (1) in spin variables provides a way to derive
a quantum algorithm for relativistic quantum mechanics.
The spin space is a tensor product space over a discrete
field of qubits. This discrete field is called a qubit array.
So let a qubit, say |qs〉, encode the direction of u. The
path summation rule becomes a quantum information
dynamics model. The conventions of particle physics are
inverted using a qubit to encode the spin state of a spin-
1/2 particle: the qubit is the fundamental object and a
spin-1/2 particle is a bit contained in the qubit.
All the translational degrees of freedom of a particle on
the spacetime lattice are encoded in spin variables; the
fermion’s path from point a to b is specified by a chain of
spin 4-vectors, where each 4-vector at a point is denoted
sµ = (s0, s) = (s0, s1, s2, s3). The quartic s
µsµ = s
2
0 −
s21− s22− s23 = 0 is light like [7] [22]. Since qubits contain
the fermionic bits, each bit can simultaneously occupy
all points in the qubit array in quantum superposition
representing how a fermion can occupy all points of space
in superposition. Using the Pauli matrices
σx =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, σy =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, σz =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(3)
as the fundamental representation of the special unitary
group SU(2) and spin-space 3-vector σ = (σx, σy , σz) and
4-vector σµ = (1,σ). Using the spin-1/2 operator ~2σ,
the proper velocity u may be cast in matrix form as a
spin operator: u 7→ Sˆ ≡ ~2σ.u
Sˆ =
~
2
(
uz ux − iuy
ux + iuy −uz
)
=
~
2
(
cos θ sin θe−iϕ
sin θeiϕ − cos θ
)
.
(4)
The spin eigenequation Sˆ|±〉s = ±~2 |±〉s has spin-1/2
eigenstates
|+〉s = cos
θ
2
e−i
ϕ
2 |0〉+ sin θ
2
ei
ϕ
2 |1〉 (5a)
|−〉s = − sin
θ
2
e−i
ϕ
2 |0〉+ cos θ
2
ei
ϕ
2 |1〉. (5b)
Therefore, the fermion’s 3-momentum p = 〈qs|mc~ Sˆ|qs〉
is encoded on the Bloch sphere of a 2-level qubit as
|qs〉= e−iEτ~
[
cos
(
ϑ
2
)
|0〉+ eiϕ sin
(
ϑ
2
)
|1〉
]
, (6)
where the fermion’s energy determines the overall phase.
The fermion’s wave 4-vector is kµn ≡ 2πℓ
(
nt
T ,
nx
L ,
ny
L ,
nz
L
)
,
for integers nt, nx, ny and nz and for system size T
in time and L in space. For a massive fermion, kn =√
knµk
µ
n 6= 0. The fermion’s 4-momentum is pµn = ~kµn.
The motion of a fermion/antifermion moving say from
point (cta,xa) to (ctb,xb) is constrained such that s0k0 =
±|k0|. The particle dynamics in (1) never changes a
fermion to an antifermion (nor vice versa), so there is
no loss of generality by restricting our attention to the
dynamics of a positive-energy fermion. The treatment
for negative-energy fermions is similar.
Although a fermion’s direction in time does not change
while it exists, its 3-momentum changes direction upon
photon absorption/emission. The path summation (1)
takes this process into account. At the wth time step,
the fermion’s local outgoing 4-momentum is
p′µn (A) = p
µ
n −
e
c
Aµnw, (7)
which is the incoming 4-momentum pµn at the wth time
step of the path in the spacetime lattice minus the pho-
ton’s 4-momentum [23].
During the wth time step s0w = s0, and the fermion’s
momentum is pµnw = (E/cs0,mcsw) = (|p0n|s0, |pn|sw)
in spin variables. Moreover, a quanta of the background
Maxwell field Aµ that interacts with this fermion dur-
ing its wth time step is expressed in spin variables as
Aµnw = (A0nws0, |Anw|sw). The fermion’s interaction
with a photon does not cause the fermion to reverse di-
rection in time. The outgoing 4-momentum (7) may be
expressed in spin variables as
s′µw (A) = s
µ
w −
(
eA0nw
|p0n|c ,
eAnw
|pn|c
)
. (8)
Contracting (8) with pnµ gives an identity needed later
s′µw (A)pnµ = s
µ
wpnµ −
eA0nwp0
|p0n|c +
eAnw · pn
|pn|c (9a)
= sµwpnµ −
eAµnw
c
sµw (9b)
(7)
= sµwp
′
nµ(A). (9c)
The displacement xµb − xµa = (N,Mx,My,Mz)ℓ of the
fermion on the spacetime lattice is specified by the posi-
tive integers N , Mx, My, Mz. Let s
µ
0 denote the 4-vector
spin state of a Dirac particle at the initial point xa and
sµN the spin state at the end point xb. Moreover, let
us consider the case when sµ0 = s
µ
N . The path summa-
tion (1) is equivalent to a sum over a set of spin chains
{sµ0 , . . . , sµN−1} with 4-magnetization Mµ = ℓ
∑N−1
w=0 s
µ
w
KHEab =
∑
{sµ0 ,...,s
µ
N−1}|M
µ=Const.
(
√
1− ǫ2 )R(A) (−iǫ)R(A) .
(10)
Since ℓ
∑N−1
w=0 s
µ
w = x
µ
b −xµa , the constant magnetization
spin chains are equivalent to fixed length paths in space-
time. Also, with sµ0 = s
µ
N , each spin chain is a closed loop
(viz. periodic boundary conditions in spin variables).
3R and R may be expressed in a contracted Lorentz
product of sµ at w with sµ at w + 1 (s
′
µ at w) as
R(A) =
1
2
N−1∑
w=0
sµwsµ,w+1, R(A) =
N−1∑
w=0
(
1− 1
2
sµwsµ,w+1
)
.
(11)
The Kronecker delta is
δ(4)
(
Mµ,
N−1∑
w=0
s′µw
)
=
1
TL3
∑
n
e−ixµk
µ
neiℓ
∑
w s
′
µwk
µ
n
(12a)
(9)
=
1
TL3
∑
n
e−ixµk
µ
ne
iℓ
∑
w sµw
(
kµn−
eA
µ
nw
~c
)
(12b)
in 3+1 dimensions [24] [25]. Using g ≡ − 12 log (−iǫ) and
g′ ≡ − 12 log
(√
1− ǫ2 ), the kernel (10) becomes
KHEab
(11)
=
∑
{sµ0 ,...,s
µ
N−1}
δ(4)
(
Mµ,
N−1∑
w=0
s′µw (A)
)
× e
∑N−1
w=0 [−gs
µ
wsµ,w+1−g
′(21−sµwsµ,w+1)].
(13)
With sµ0 = s
µ
N the spin chains are periodic, so∑N−1
w=0 s
µ
w =
1
2
∑N−1
w=0 (s
µ
w + s
µ
w+1). Inserting (12b) into
(13) the kernel becomes a partition function of an en-
semble of spin chains
KHEab =
1
TL3
∑
n
e−ixµk
µ
n
∑
{sµ0 ,...,s
µ
N−1}
N−1∏
w=0
(14)
× e−i ℓ2 (sµw+sµw+1)k′µn−gsµwsµ,w+1−g′(21−sµwsµ,w+1)︸ ︷︷ ︸
U(n)
.
Quantum algorithm.—At the wth time step in (14),
spacetime transfer operator U(n) depends on the two
4-vectors sµw and s
µ
w+1, or 2
4+4 combinations of spin
variables. Yet, by evaluating U(n) with respect to the
straight path connecting xµa to x
µ
b , the number of spin
variables reduces to just s0w, s0,w+1, sw ·kn and sw+1·k′n.
In this frame, the 24 combinations of ±1 variables allows
U(n) to be cast as a 4 × 4 matrix and the w-product
in (14) as matrix multiplication. In turn, the transfer
operator is U(n) = e−i (E−eA0w)τ~ U(n), where
U(n) = e−i ℓ2 (sw+sw+1)·k′n−g(1+sw·sw+1)−g′(1−sw·sw+1) (15)
=


eiℓσ·kn−2µ1,
(
sw · kn, sw+1 · k′n
)
=
(− 1,−1)
e−2ν 1,
(
sw · kn, sw+1 · k′n
)
=
(− 1, 1)
e−2ν 1,
(
sw · kn, sw+1 · k′n
)
=
(
1,−1)
e−iℓσ·kn−2µ1,
(
sw · kn, sw+1 · k′n
)
=
(
1, 1
)
.
So at the wth step for either unbent or bent path segment
pairs (sw · kn, sw+1 · k′n), in matrix form (15) is
U(n)=
(U−1,−1 U−1,1
U1,−1 U1,1
)
=
(
eiℓσ·k
′
n
−2µ1 e−2ν 1
e−2ν 1 e−iℓσ·k
′
n
−2µ 1
)
= eiℓσzσ·k
′
n ·
( √
1− ǫ2 1 −iǫ 1 · e−iℓσ·k′n
−iǫ 1 · eiℓσ·k′n √1− ǫ2 1
)
, (16)
using the convention σzσ ≡ σz ⊗ σ for tensor products.
This transfer operator constitutes an accurate quantum
lattice gas algorithm, the product of stream and collide
operators U(n) = S(n) · C(n). Since S(n) ≡ eiℓσzσ·k′n is
manifestly unitary, one can show the unitarity of U(n)
by showing the unitarity of the collide operator
C(n) (16)=
√
1− ǫ2 14 − iǫσx1 · eiℓσzσ·k
′
n (17a)
= exp
[
−i cos−1(
√
1− ǫ2)σx1 · eiℓσzσ·k
′
n
]
, (17b)
using the identity sin(cos−1
√
1− ǫ2) = ǫ and realizing
σx1 · eiℓσzσ·k′n is an idempotent operator. Multiplying
(17a) by S(n) gives an accurate quantum algorithm use-
ful for simulating Dirac particle dynamics
U(n) =
√
1− ǫ2 S(n)− iǫσx1. (18)
This operator captures the quantum information dynam-
ics intrinsic to relativistic quantum mechanics.
Dirac Hamiltonian.—One is free to write the relativis-
tic energy relation E′2 = (~ck′n)
2 + (mc2)2 (and using
ǫ = mc2τ/~) in spin space as
(1 − ǫ2)14 =
(
1−
(
E′τ
~
)2)
14 + (cτσzσ · k′n)2 . (19)
Its square root with respect to complex conjugation is
√
1− ǫ2 S(n) =
√
1−
(
E′τ
~
)2
+ iℓσzσ · k′n. (20)
Using p′n = ~k
′
n and inserting (20) into (18), the space-
time transfer operator is unitary
U(n) = e−iℓk′0


√
1−
(
E′τ
~
)2
+ iℓσzσ · k′n − iǫσx1


(21a)
=e−i
(E−eA0)τ
~ exp
[
−i cos−1
(√
1−
(
E′τ
~
)2
)
hD(n)
E′
]
.
(21b)
This demonstrates that the unitary evolution from (1) is
generated without approximation by the Dirac Hamilto-
nian hD(n) = −σzσ · (pnc− eA) + σx1mc2.
Time dilation.—The transfer operator (21b) is
U(n) = e−i (E−eA0)τ~ e− i~ ζτhD(n), (22)
4where ζ = cos−1
(√
1− E′2τ2/~2
)
/E′ is a dimensionless
time scale factor, which can be written as
E′τ
~
= sin
E′ζτ
~
. (23)
At the grid-scale E = ~/τ , (23) reduces to 1 = sin ζ,
so here ζ = π/2. Yet, at QFT scales E ≪ ~/τ , (23)
implies ζ 7→ 1. So the scale range is 1 ≤ ζ ≤ π/2.
This implies that the smallest observable intervals are the
radial distance r = ζℓ and elapsed time tr = r/c = ζτ .
At immediate scales between the Planck scale E = ~/τ
and the QFT scale E≪ ~/τ , and in the case where there
are so many fermions in the system that the fields are well
described in the mean-field limit, a low-energy expansion
(23) takes the form
1
ζ
= 1− ζ
2τ2
3~2v2/(p′2c4)
+ · · · , (24)
where relativistic relation vE′ = p′c2 is used and v < c
is the fermion’s velocity in the medium [26]. In a many-
body Fermi gas (e.g. Fermi condensate), the fermion’s
velocity (“acoustic” velocity) is less than the speed of
light by a factor of 1/
√
3 due to fermion-fermion inter-
actions. Upon rearranging, taking the square root and
setting v = c/
√
3, (23) becomes a time dilation equation
ζτ
~/(p′c)
=
√
1− 1
ζ
−→ tr
t
+ · · · =
√
1− rs
r
,
(25)
where the Schwarzchild radius is rs = ℓ and in the long-
wavelength limit the time is t = ~/(p′c).
Path integral.—At QFT scales (ζ ∼= 1), (14) becomes
KHEab
(21b)
=
1
TL3
∑
n
e−ixµk
µ
n
∑
paths
e−
i
~
∑N−1
w=0 δt (E−eA0−hD).
(26)
First, in the flat-space L → ∞ continuum limit (with
ℓ ∼ dx ∼ dy ∼ dz and 2π/(Lℓ) → dk = dp/~), the
summations over n = (nt, nx, ny, nz) and paths connect-
ing xµa to x
µ
b in (26) map to momentum-space and path
integrals, respectively,
∑
n
1
(2π)4
(
2π
Lℓ
)4 ∑
paths
ℓ3 7→
∫
d4p
(2π~)4
∫ b
a
D{x(t)}.
(27)
Second, regarding stream operator S(n) = eiℓσzσ·pn/~,
where pn = 2π~n/(Lℓ), if the continuum limit L → ∞
in a many-fermion system is invoked, then one replaces
qubit-array operators pn and En by operators acting on
a Dirac spinor field ψ(x) in Minkowski spacetime pn 7→
−i~∇ and En 7→ i~∂t. The transfer operator maps to
U(n) (18)7→ e−i (E−eA0)τ~
[√
1− ǫ2 eℓσzσ·(∇+i eA(x)~c ) − iǫσx1
]
.
(28)
A0(x) causes an overall phase rotation and A(x) causes
a phase rotation during streaming by S(n). In the con-
tinuum L→∞ limit of Minkowski space, the kernel (26)
becomes a path integral
KHEab
(27)7→
∫
dp4
(2π~)4
∫ b
a
D{x} e−ixµp
µ
~ e−
i
~
∫
dtL(x), (29)
where the Lagrangian operator L is given by
L(x) ≡ E′n − hD =
[
(γ0E′n − (cγ · p′n +mc2)
]
, (30)
and where the chiral representation of the Dirac matrices
[21] γ0 ≡ σx12 and γ ≡ iσyσ is recovered. Since p′n 7→
−i~∇− eA/c and E′n 7→ i~∂t − eA0 = i~c∂0 + eA0, the
Lagrangian operator (30) maps to
L 7→ γ0
[
γ0 (i~c ∂0 − eA0)− cγ · (−i~∇− eA/c)−mc2
]
= γ0
[
i~c γµ
(
∂µ + i
eAµ
~c
)
−mc2
]
, (31)
where γµ = (γ0,γ), ∂µ = (∂0,∇) and Aµ = (A0,−A),
reverting back to the convention that matrix multiplica-
tion of two Dirac matrices does not require an infixed
centered dot symbol. The Lagrangian density is de-
fined in terms of the Lagrangian operator as L ≡ ψ†Lˆψ.
Inserting (31) into L, one obtains the Lagrangian den-
sity LD ≡ ψ†Lˆψ (31)7→ ψ
(
i~c γµD
µ −mc2)ψ as the effec-
tive quantum field theory for the quantum lattice gas.
This is the covariant Lagrangian density for a Dirac
4-spinor field in the chiral representation, where chi-
ral symmetry is broken by the mass term, and where
Dµ ≡ ∂µ + ieAµ(x)/(~c) is the generalized 4-derivative
with a background 4-potential Aµ(x). The matrix ele-
ment of (26) takes the form of a Feynman path integral
〈Kˆab〉 7→
∫ b
a D{x}
∫
dp4
(2π~)4 e
i
~
∫
d4xLD .
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[25] As shorthand, the summation over wave vector modes
is
∑
n ≡
∑(T/2)−1
nt=−T/2
∑(L/2)−1
nx=−L/2
∑(L/2)−1
ny=−L/2
∑(L/2)−1
nz=−L/2.
Cancellation of the path summation occurs outside of
the light cone by the Kronecker delta (12).
[26] In the small-E expansion, rescaling τ → √2τ is ap-
plied in the equation for ζ. So (23) becomes
√
2τ =
~
E
sin ζE
√
2τ
~
=
√
2ζτ
(
1− ζ2E2τ2
3~2
+ · · ·
)
, and then both
sides are divided by
√
2τ .
